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Who we are
Erickson Coaching was established in 1980 with the goal of providing training to
support global human development. Since its inception, Erickson has pioneered
transformational change in individuals and organizations using a methodology of
coaching techniques that are action-based and future focused. Above all, Erickson
is committed to empowering people by placing strong emphasis on solutions
rather than problems.

Founder and President of Erickson Coaching International, Marilyn Atkinson has
been at the forefront of human-centric training for over 40 years. Trained as a
clinical psychologist, Marilyn modeled Erickson's techniques and neuroscientific
principles around Milton Erickson’s solution-focused teachings. Her programs are
world renowned and are taught across 5 continents. She continues to train and
create programs that have a profound impact across the globe.

What you are expected to do
Lead the market development of your region to educate and inspire
customers on continuous life-long development through a variety of Erickson’s
offerings
Recruit new Erickson customers and organize onsite and online courses in
collaboration with Erickson Global Headquarters
Attract Erickson graduates, coaches, and facilitators to form a local community
and engage with continuous learning
Offer Erickson Online training courses to individual customers in your city of
operation
Offer corporate customers in your city of operation Erickson Online training
courses, coaching placement services and development of corporate internal
coaches
Hold an independent P&L and be accountable for the business impacts

Contact us if you
Demonstrate a strong passion for developing and enlightening people,
facilitating group learning and coaching
Genuinely care for people and enjoy connecting and building relationships
Thoughtful, tactful and a great communicator
Are an experienced business leader:

10+ years of corporate experience in marketing and sales preferably in
learning and development, OR 10+ years of experience in Human
Resources
Hold a strong local customer network and are seeking offerings to help
customers develop and grow
Experienced in organizing onsite and online events, training, and
workshops

OR You are an experienced coach or facilitator
10+ years of experience in executive coaching or life coaching and have an
existing and growing local customer base
You are able to facilitate and deliver Erickson courses
You have a strong desire to lead a business and manage end-to-end
operations

Bonus points if you are an Erickson Alumni!

Please submit your CV to hr@erickson.edu with the subject line Partner
Application


